Record of Issue of License to Marry

District of: Hamakua
County of: Hawaii

License Issued by: John T. Holley
Date of License: Dec. 3, 1928

Full Name of Male: Noboru Oshimani
Age: 23 yrs.
Residence: Alahula, Hawaii

Color or Race: Yellow
Birthplace of Male: Alahula, Hawaii
Length of Residence in Territory of Hawaii: 23 yrs.

Full Name of Father: Umakichi Oshimani
Full Maiden Name of Mother: Terarei Name

Race: Mongolian
Birthplace of Father: Japan
Birthplace of Mother: Japan

Full Name of Female: Takeshiyo Osaki
Age: 16 yrs.
Residence: Alahula

Color or Race: Yellow
Birthplace of Female: Japan
Length of Residence in Territory of Hawaii: 16 yrs.

Full Name of Father: Sakamoto Takeshiyo
Full Maiden Name of Mother: Makiraya Tate

Race: Mongolian
Birthplace of Father: Japan
Birthplace of Mother: Japan

Full Names of Witnesses to Ceremony: Takeshiyo Osaki, H. Hasegawa

Place of Marriage: Japanese Mission

Ceremony to be Performed by: H. Hasegawa

This is to certify that I, Takeshiyo Osaki, am the lawful daughter of Sakamoto Takeshiyo, born at Makapuu, Oahu, on the 15th day of March, 1912, that my said daughter has my consent to marry Noboru Oshimani, of Alahula, Hawaii.

Dated: December 3rd, 1928

Copy sent to Registrar of Marriages this 6th day of Dec., 1928

(Signed) John T. Holley
Agent to Grant Marriage Licenses.

District of: Hamakua
County of: Hawaii